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Drinking Decision
Discussion by the Board of
Trustees on the subject of proposed changes of the drinking rule
last Saturday resulted in no final
decision.
Reportedly interested in responsible student concern shown recently for the proposed changes,
the Board voted to appoint a
special committee to make further
review and recommendation to the
Board for action at its June meet
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by Anne Foster

Education and Labor, and un- In preparation for Wooster's American Activities. Last July he
experiment in government, the Na- spoke at the Draft Goldwater
tional Committee of the Mock rally in Washington, D.C.
Convention will furnish the soapbox for two prominent members
of opposing wings of the Republican Party. Both will speak on
the topic, "Political Philosophy,

V

$

1964."

The present rule, as given in
The Works, states:
"The drinking of alcoholic beverages by students or the possession of alcoholic beverages by students in residence is prohibited.
"The Men's Association and the
AssociWomen's
ation enforce this rule on campus
and the College Administration
takps action when
infractions of the rule are brought
to its attention.
The proposed change, which
student leaders consider simply a
recognition of the status quo,
would permit off campus drinking
in moderation by students of legal

i

The Committee has also released
rules for platform amendments.

5. The Chair shall have the
power to end debate on any proposal subject to reversal by two-thirvote.

ds

6. At the conclusion of the de-

Mac-Grego- r,

I
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7. Roberts' Rules of Order, except as amended herein, shall be
followed in all proceedings.
8. For the purpose of expediting business, the Chair shall have
the authority to suspend any of
these rules, or to establish new
ones, subject to reversal by
of the members of the Con-

Committee.

us

than one occasion, on any proposal, except that he may speak
for one additional minute if challenged. A speaker may yield to
question during debate but he may
not yield to the floor.

bate on proposed amendments, a
vote shall be taken plank by plank
on the platform as amended.

The first speaker, Clark
from the Third District in
Minnesota, will speak in chapel
April 20. He was elected to the
87th Congress in 1960, then reelected to the 88th in 1962. He
also serves on the House Judiciary
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Successful Campaign
MacGregor was one of Time
magazine's 100 selected "News- I
makers of Tomorrow" for Minnevention.
sota in 1953. In his first try for
Rep.
Clark
MacGregor
Colin (Citizens for Goldwater) MacKinnon does some Shack
public office, he was elected to the
9. Action on the platform must
age.
electioneering as the Mock Convention, enters its final week.
A third, Senator Leverett Salton-stal- l be completed by noon.
87th Congress, Nov. 8, 1960, de
from Massachusetts, has canfeating an opposition party memcelled
ber who had served 12 years.
his appearance on campus
because of his active involvement
In February, 1961, he was in the Civil Rights
legislation. Mr.
elected by his Congressional colAshbrook and Mr. MacGregor,
leagues to one of the two leader- however, will
present two of the
ship positions in the organization
Bill
many controversial political posiof 42 first-terRepublicans.
tions within the Republican Party.
Henry Cabot Lodge, United States ambassador to Vietnam, was the choice of WoosThe Concert Choir will feature
John Milan Ashbrook, the secAny
several
amendments
platto
ter students in a sampling of 400 opinion polls returned last Friday.
the
guest soloists tonight at
ond of the speakers, gives his
forms
of the Mock Convention 8:15 in a double bill program of
New York Governor Nelson Rockefeller finished second in the sample, while Penn chapel talk on April 24. This
be
made in accordance with Rossini's "Stabat Mater" and
must
sylvania Governor William Scranton narrowly edged out former
man is a Representative from
Richard
the
Haydn's "Lord Nelson Mass."
following
rules:
lTivj"v
r
iv
f fv I Vw
Ohio's Seventeenth District, and
.1
inated by the opinions of non- plurality goes, 'the wheel that nas served1 tne
nm.i
as wellli as
1. All proposed amendments to
Lodge was catapulted into the
oth
Soloist Grace Reginald, mezzo-sopranvoters."
thinking
the
squeaks
loudest
the
is
the
one
that
88th
Congress. He sits the platform shall have been subcurrent
national limelight by New Hampis a graduate of the EastScranton leader Dave Mortensen gets the grease'."
on two Congressional committees mitted to the Platform Committee
shire's primary last month, in
man School of Music. She has
Chairman on or before April 17. appeared in numerous opera, orawhich he defeated both Rockefel- received the news with jubilation.
"I
consider
Scranton's
tally
a
sign
Amendments to amendments may torio and recital performances and
who
ler and Barry Goldwater,
that
the
becoming
voters
are
aware
be
presented from the floor but has been soloist with many leadpolled a surprisingly weak three
of the attributes of my candidate.
Wooster
the
a
of
at
vote
percent
ing symphony orchestras of the
When this Lodge fad fades, the
week ago.
East and Midwest.
To
Republicans will realize that
WOMEN RESIDENTS
Lodge Twice Defeated
Scranton's the man in '64."
The Dean's office this week
Tenor soloist Grant D. Williams
Dr. Gordon Tait of the religion department is now the
Defeated for the Senate in
Pete Fabricant (Citizens for second
received
released
both his bachelor of
names of women
person from Wooster to spend five days in Hattiesburg,
Massachusetts' 1952 election and Goldwater) termed the returns
junior and senior residents.
science and his master of science
for the vice presidency in 1960, "too much influenced by the New
The Ministers' Project is an effort by SNCC (pronounced
Chosen as junior residents from Jul Hard School of Music.
little
Lodge has reportedly drawn
Hampshire primary and the po- "snick" and standing for Student
were: Bonnie Conrad, Linda He has performed with 10 different
interest from professional politi- litical naivete of Wooster students. Nonviolence Coordinating Com- - tration and nearly 300 have Hager, Susan
Holm, Mary D. operatic organizations, notably the
cians because of his lackluster As far as Lodge's overwhelming mittee) to persuade the Negro citi- - passed the required test, have Libbey, Persis
Rogers, Carolyn New York City Opera Company
campaign for the number two spot
waited
the
33
days
required
after Stull, Sue Thomas, M. Elizaand the World's Fair Festival of
zens of the county to register for
last round.
American Opera, Brussels, Belthe polls. Working with SNCC are the test and are registered,
beth Westhafer.
Lodge's
victory
theless,
several
civil
other
Never
rights groups
Senior residents will be: P. gium.
Df Tflit
id his own e
,
here, even if only in a sampling,
and the United Presbyterian Com- - He had
Gail Boswell, Annex; Barbara
be
to go to
Soloist Phyllis Braun, soprano,
was impressive. He polled 51 perand
Religion
Race.
on
mission
;, if nec
hig March, Annex; Dorothy Mor-le- y,
andQ
received her Bachelor of Music
cent of the vote. Governor RockeWing; Carol Ann Rudge, degree from
Pres- bail
the
bond,
although
the
Hattiesburg,
city
principal
jown
Cleveland Institute of
feller's 15 percent headed a slight
Compton.
ot
oytery
wooster
to
voted
nad
of
Forrest
County,
is
scene
not
a
Music
and has since become one
showing for the remaining candiPerhaps, as the song says,
supply him with any money he
where
violence
of
racial
police
of
Cleveland's
best known concert
George
Governor
dates. Michigan
things are more exciting the seccould not raise for bail.
dogs
Negroes
fallen
mangle
or
vocalists.
Romney grabbed just 7 percent of ond time around. Two students
must be submitted to the clerk in
the vote, a drop from his 31 per- who could comment by experience where men and women fighting for
He happened to be in Hatties- - writing before they are presented.
Richard K. Jones, a native of
cent in a Voice poll conducted last on the truth of that statement are ieir freedom are repulsed by b
Qn a particularly tense week.
Wooster,
will be soloist in the first
2. Motions must be seconded by
jeuing oui in xuii xorce irom :pn i 0n F . r MnnfiflV tWp wflft
fall.
Robert Johnson and Charles Har-le- water
performance, "Stabat Mater." Mr.
fire hoses.
Scranton (10 percent) and Nixto be a hearing in the Forrest a delegate from a state other than
These Wooster seniors, both
Jones
is a 1949 graduate of the
County Court on a temporary in- the state of the mover.
on (9 percent) did not gain or recipients of Woodrow
Wilson
Local Conditions
College of Wooster and has perlose significantly over their former fellowships, have now received
junction to halt the picketing
3. No motion once voted upon formed before with the Concert
It is instead a place where a around the court house. If the may De reconsidered,
performances, while Rockefeller National Science Foundation felChoir on campus.
polled 26 percent in November. lowships. Both fellowships are for county registrar imposes a com- injunction had been upheld he
4- - No
person may speak more
Tickets for the performance will
r
Party Vote
period and consist of plex apparatus of voter registra- would have had to go to jail. But
a
than
five
minutes, or upon more be available at the door.
tion rules to stifle democratic at the last minute the hearing was
Bv parties, the voting was note- $2,400 plus tuition and fees.
rights, where a local judge im- postponed for some unknown rea- worthy in that Ambassador Lodge
Bob. a mathematics major, api
ran well in every political group. plied through the University of poses penalties for unknown or son, possibly because the picket RITES OF SPRING
trumped-uviolafion, where Neg- imv noo uuuauauy suuug uiai
Runner-uRockefeller got more Michigan and
was recommended
lose their jobs for morning.
suddenly
votes in the Democratic column by them for the fellowship. Thus, roes
"'
X .
ft
no good reason, and where clergythan in the Republican, while he received
rftmmxosx
a National Science
Living the Gospel
men of the Southern Presbyterian
Scranton and Nixon drew mainly Foundation
Graduate Church denounce
effort
to
any
from GOP ranks.
Fellowship and will continue his remedy the existing inequality.
Dr. Tait went to Hattiesburg, he
students
the
of
Fifteen percent
studies at the University of Michiexplained, "because I believe it
termed themselves Democrats, 50
Dr. Tait spent his five days isn't enough to preach the gospel
gan.
percent Republicans and 35 perCharles received a National Fel- working solely in picketing the in church of which I've done
cent independents.
front of the Forrest County Court plenty.
Reactions to the poll returns lowship, which can be used at House.
"The gospel must also be
were swift. Rockefeller campaign any graduate school in the country.
He
University
Harvard
will
attend
preached
in places of suffering and
that
Menzel
admitted
chief Paul
Other civil rights workers could
where
will
School,
he
he was impressed by Lodge's show- Graduate
either help on the picket line, as need; forces that tyranize must be
ing but added that he was confi- study economics.
did from one to three white north- resisted, and the forces that reMock
dent the delegates to the
The organization awarding these ern clergymen and about 25 Neg- store and further the dignity of
Convention would debate issues fellowships, the National Science roes during those five days, or all men as the children of God
and not personalities. "I don't see Foundation, is a government es- canvass the Negro quarter of the must be supported. Only then is
the convention being stampeded tablished organization whose pur- city to prompt the Negroes to re- the gospel fully proclaimed.
by a man who refuses to give his pose is to further science educa- gister for the coming elections.
"I feel the trip was worthwhile
""""
opinions and who has lost two tion in the United States. To do
for two reasons: first, it gives great
iawiwaMiis
!"'
Pass and Register
"
major elections in the past," Men- this, it grants both pre-anpostmoral support and encouragement
&
zel stated.
Before Jan. 22, Freedom Day, to the Negroes. It shows that as
doctoral fellowships and attempts
rs
when
scientific
the picketing began, only 12 Christians and as fellow Ameriboth to support basic
Ansley Coale, head of the Nixon research and to strengthen re- Negroes out of 7,000 eligible Neg- cans we care about them. Second,
effort, felt that "this poll, repre- search potential. This year the roes in the district had registered. I can come back here and help to
Rob Weaver, one of those fortunate seniors with an on-tisenting as it does but a snap judg- foundation awarded approximately Since then, from 600 to 700 interpret and explain to other
domNegroes
have
for
regiswhat
fellowships.
applied
4,000
the
I.S., hands in his masterpiece, smiles, and hopes for tho best.
people
Chapel,
situation
obviously
is.
is
in
ment
two-thir-
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Henry Cabot Lodge Tops Student Poll;
Governor Rockefeller Finishes Second

Guest Soloists Sing
Double

Tonight
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Tail Joins llattiesburg Picket. Line With
Ministers' Project
Register Negroes

Seniors Receive
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Ptgo Two

Name?

In A

The Voice firmly believes in the value of student polls
as expressions of student opinion on important subjects. During the current school year we have run two such polls concerning Republican Presidential candidates. Although the
results must be recognized, we wonder exactly what moved
Wooster students to give better than one half of their votes
(based on a broad sample) to Henry Cabot Lodge, a man
who, despite many admirable features, has not lifted a finger
in his own behalf and has refused to come home from his
Vietnam ambassador's post to debate issues.
If Wooster students were simply reacting to the disproportionate amount of publicity given Lodge by the nation's
press, they made a grave error, one that should be rectified
before the Mock Convention balloting. To vote for an individual simply because he has a
name is not justifiable.
During the next week, students are going to be faced
with claims and statements of policy by the camps of every
major candidate. We should all look objectively at each person's views and then vote. If the Wooster supporters of Henry
Cabot Lodge cannot formulate their man's stand on vital
issues, they should not win. If they can and do outline his
views, and the majority of the delegates agree, then we would
readily join those who congratulate the victors.
To vote for a name is not enough, however. Let's not
get swept up like the voters of New Hampshire, spurning
those (such as Rockefeller and Goldwater) who have the
initiative to state what they believe in, and instead, voting
for a man if his only strong point is that no one has anything
against him. College students should want more than this.
well-know- n

Deliberate Malice
Thievery and vandalism on this campus have passed
the point of prankishness. In virtually every women's dorm
on campus stealing of money has occurred, totaling an
estimated $100 in both Holden and Compton. A highly
organized band of vandals has done a great deal of serious
damage to buildings, grounds and equipment on campus.
Among recent activities of the group are the destruction of
valuable slides belonging to the history department and the
plowing up of the golf course with the snow blade of a college jeep. These and other acts of vandals are acts of deliberate malice, not of
michief.
It is time for students and administration to reconsider
our attitude toward these crimes against society. In the past,
although such criminals, once known, have received some
punishment, there has been little effort to catch them in the
first place. For example, almost every dorm in which stealing occurred took "preventive measures" (such as closing
doors), appealed to the better nature of the unknown thief,
and vowed that they did not want to know who she was, that
they only wanted the stealing to stop. The stealing continued.
Certainly there are no clear-cu- t
solutions to this problem. We dread the day when this college uses bloodhounds
and detectives to protect its property. On the other hand, the
college does no favor to its students by creating an unrealis-ticallpermissive atmosphere. By following through a new
policy concerning thievery and vandalism, crimes
which society punishes severely, the college would not be
treating students as children. On the contrary, it would be
treating them as adults responsible for their actions.
We recommend that students and faculty join in considering seriously a
of the college attitude toward what civil law terms felony.
good-nature- d
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Extremism Emerges
"Your company, too, can grow and profit in Mississippi's
better business climate," reads the "Mississippi Progress Report" advertised by that state in national magazines. Frequent rumblings about this State's disregard for many of its
citizens' civil rights might make one hesitate about accepting
this optimism. Further reason for hesitation is some political
"funny business" which seems to be thriving in Mississippi's
alleged "better business climate." Democratic Governor Paul
Johnson has proposed changes in the state's election laws
which might very well eliminate the recently prospering Republican Party.
State legislatures have long used gerrymandering with
the tolerance of their constituents. Perhaps more dishonorable has been the practice of generating hate and stimulating
prejudice to influence election outcomes. But attempting to
legislate the opposition out of existence reminds one not
only of some of the long buried disgraces contained in the
Alien and Sedition Acts, but also the recent examples of one
party rule which have resulted in explosive resentment.
The
system in our country has been a major
factor in limiting extremism and fostering compromise for
the good of all. The legislature of the State of Mississippi
would do well to weigh carefully the real risk of a growing
opposition party with regard to all that threatens when the
party tries to rule alone.
two-part- y

Spring Sadies
by Dave Arndt
Spring is here. She had a struggle last March, but she
made it. Some of you may wonder why we took space to
point out the obvious, but we have observed that manv Woo
students are so deeply engrossed in their studies that they

ao not notice cnanses in the
The guilt feelings that so ofweather. Our concern is not with
them, however. Our purpose is to ten inhibit Woo students would be
send out hope to the rest, those eased, direction would be given
who have noticed the shorts on the to leisure hours, and a camaradgirls, the
and door erie among scholars of similar
crowds at Kenarden, or the odd interests would be encouraged by
lumps on the fifth green in the the establishment of this course.
evening.
Before we get too carried away
These alert souls have a prob though, we must establish 201a
lem thev want to Dass their and 201b in the curriculum. To
courses, yet they hear the call of argue that they are already on
Nature Renewed. The urge to
campus does not get them into the
to join a softball team, or catalogue or onto the records. We
to get pinned is almost overwhelm- must expend one burst of energy
ing. But I.S. has to be started some in writing letters to mighty Galpin,
time; finals and comps are loom- agitating among fellow students
ing not very far off; most profs and organizing a well thought out
are finally getting to the solid synopsis.
core of their lectures.
Students of Woo. arise von have
Procrastination 101b
nothing to lose but your Z's!
To cut or not to cut, to sleep,
to duff, perhaps to flunk, aye,
there's the rub. This is the basic
Woo dilemma. Various remedies
THE
have been prescribed, cures such
as free cuts, the Peace Corps, a
What will be the most imshakeup
the administration, and portant task of
in
the next president
Washington, D.C., April 14:
on and on. The shortcoming in of the United States?
Will it not
What should we do in South Viet-Nam- ?
This question these suggestions is that they are be
the leadership of the Free
has been asked with increasing frequency in our seminars not feasible. We offered hope and World both in
its disputes with
with government leaders here in Washington, and finding hope we extend: a new and prac- the Communist Block (s) and in
tical solution to the scholar's quan-dry- . the solution of
its internal dis
iuc cuiswci
iu ii i me muai mipuiiaiu iasK oi current united
t
I
We propose the institution of putes such as Cyprus
la
mi
answer
and the
Mates toreign policy. Ihe
a new interdepartmental course, Panama-U.S- .
dispute. Some of
can be found among the four im- ved, but the sanctuary ot North
Viet-Naaid from that country Procrastination 101b. (201a is not these disputes have defied solution
mediately visible alternatives :
Red
China, the determination applicable to the current prob-o- f for many years (Panama and
withdrawal, an extension of the and
these two countries not to let lpm.)
South Vietnam for eight years in
neutralwar into North Viet-Nathe
ter-- 1
and
the
war
end,
jungle
201b
would
be
offered
p
the
in
their present form and for decstepped-uaid
proization, or a
will prevent the Communists latter half of the second semester ades in a more
rain
gram.
general form).
The first of these alternatives, from being completely extermin- - and would emphasize lethargy, These are not disputes which can
Viet-Nais casual inter-sexuliasons, and be solved easily. Their solution
withdrawal, would cause the ated unless North
base.
eliminated
dan-'
(The
a
as
field
occasional
trins to Danner's will require great patience, ex"domino"
reacViet-Nainvading
gers
of
North
and
the
stadium.
The reading list perience, diplomatic skill and
tion to begin in
have
been
already
enumerated.)
would
include
all
of the works of dedication.
Southeast Asia.
Viet-NaSecond,
the
South
war
in
Charles Goren ; current issues of
South Viet-NaAmbassador Henry Cabot Lodge
is
the
extremely
costly
for
Playboy, Vogue, Reader's Digest
would quickly
Jr.,
is the one Republican who has
United States.
and the Daily Record; Behind Ivy
fall to the Comthe
patience, experience, diplomaWalls: Mad- - all of Henrv MUWs
Position of Strength
munists. This
skill and dedication necessary
.
.
- .
Tl. V erouacs prose ana1 tic
would knock over
In view ot these facts the best
JatK
to
begin
to settle these disputes.
7
f
T.
T
It
n ri na
osiolution
rpux.
v
Laos, where
Inn a
it would De After graduating cum laude from
would be .ia 1 oon
neutralization. Not iust neutraliza-- 1 0Ptl0na'
has
Harvard in three years, Lodge
Since the student would be held began to study foreign
Rocky
tion of South Viet-Nabrought chaos
but also
affairs as
and continued fighting, and Cam- of North Viet-NaCambodia and responsible for mastery of most a journalist in Europe and the
bodia, which the Communists are Laos. Such a proposal could only of the material on his own, class Far East. He then gained experi
using as a supply route for the be advanced when it was clear that meetings w o u 1 d be infrequent. ence in the United States Senate,
The fall Communits terriorism in South When the class did meet, guest serving from 1934 to 1952.
war in South Viet-Nasave
of Laos and Cambodia would open Viet-Nawas being controlled. lecturers such as John Rose, G. for the years he served in
North
much of Thailand's border to in- This would give us a position ofjSyrios, Margaret Mead and
h
Africa in World War II.
shall
filtration. The loss of Thailand
Fatkin
would
to bargain from. Our
cover such
In 1952 Lodge was appointed
would expose Burma's eastern bor- position might be further enhanced topics as "Premarital Interdigita-b- y
Ambassador to the United Nations,
der and Malaysia's northern bounreopening the war in Laos and tion," "Relationships Between
dary. Indonesia and the Philipto attack North Viet-- ' kme Intake and Intellectual Stim- - where he gained respect both in
pines could eventually be threat- Nam in order to complete the de- - ulation," "The Price of Tea in the United States and throughout
ened. Clearly, withdrawal is not feat of the Viet Cong. Certainly, a China," and "The Z Methanhvsi. tne world tor his confident and
effective refutation of Communist
a viable alternative.
guaranteed neutrality, negotiated cally Considered."
propaganda and for his contribufrom such a position of strength,
Final Challenge
Negative Aspects
tions
to the settlement of world
The final examination would be
Carrying the war into North would be preferable to years of
problems.
Viet-Nahas several negative continuous warfare in the jungles oral, if snoring may be considered
of Southeast Asia.
to be oral.
When Khruschev went on his
aspects. First, this action would
tour of the United States, Lodge
not solve the real problem of
was chosen to accompany him.
Scot's
Forum
controlling Communist terriorism
Viet-NaThis
probably gives Lodge more
in South
Achieving confirst hand experience with Khrustrol would be made easier, but
Fire-u- p
chev than any leader now alive
doing so would still be a long
in the United States.
and costly process. Secondly, in- Mr. Editor:
and the blistered palm of the ath
Viet-NaNorth
vading
would be
Although Lodge and Nixon
Is love grown cold? Has Cupid lete, these are the characteristics
costly both in terms of money and
were
defeated by President Kenceased playing in the classic dust which greet the observer. Where,
men (past raiding operations in
nedy
in 1960, two years later
oh where, is Wooster romance?
North Viet-Nahave resulted in of the chapel steps? ceased rolWhere is that wondrous thrill Lodge let it be known that he
85 percent casualties) . Third, the licking amid the ancient shadows
the campus trees? Much grave which used to come with spring would like to serve in the Foreign
danger of Chinese intervention of
apprehension has been expressed buds and baseball games and Service. He specifically requested
must be weighed. This course of
warm moonlight? Where is that not an honorary post but one that
action should be taken only if the upon this matter. Miller's Pond
no longer echoes to the cooing unique flavor of sensation that would require constant adminisbesituation in South Viet-Nanotes of college lovers as in the needed the shadow of Kauke, or trative work. He was given what
comes critical.
days of yore and the pathless the ripple of Killbuck or the is probably the most difficult post
Neutralizing South Viet-Nain the Foreign Service today, that
the third alternative, would gain woods of Highland Park seem to sound of distant golf balls to give of
Ambassador to South Vietnam.
be growing more pathless still. it full being? Some day when
nothing at this moment and probLodge
cannot end a war that
To be sure a stray pair may your nerves are wearied with the
ably allow the Communists to
has
raged in one form1 or another
take over. The United States tried now and then be seen wandering incessant roar of a city's streets for over 20
years in South Vietthese old scenes but the and you lean back in your office
to negotiate from a position of among
in
few
nam
a
months as ambasis as melancholy as that of chair to heave a sign, thoughts of
weakness in Laos and the result sight
sador.
However,
if elected Presithis
quiet hill will steal through
has been chaos and a steady Com- two molting chickens in a deserted
dent
he
will
be
in
the best posimunist advance. As long as South barn yard. The same blighting your mind and your pulses will tion to push toward
a solution.
be noted in vari- throb and a blush slowly tinge
Viet-Naappears to be slipping, atmosphere may
cheek as you think of "her"
Should not the man with the
neutralization is a course which ous aspects of student life. The your
who is stretched breathless and those divine days of the "auld most experience,
hero,
will hot succeed.
skill and dedion the sod because of some dar- lang syne" of Wooster U. and you cation in foreign
affairs be the
Reverse the Slide
ing feat, no longer vibrates to the will forget the roar of the streets next President of the
United
This leaves the fourth course, dazzle of an admiring pair of eyes. and the cares of business in these
States?
expanded economic and military The touchdown is no longer at- delicious reveries. Ah, gentlemen,
Joseph B. Landis
aid, for us to pursue at this time. tributed to the "white sweater on the golden hours of opportunity
President Johnson and Secretary the bleachers." At college func- fleet past and time threatens to
Chairman of the Lodge
of Defense McNamara believe this tions, such as the SGA informals, rob you of that uniquest of all
for President Committee
course can reverse the slide to- the males are seen to flock to- - experiences reserved for sons of
Continued p. 3, col. 4
ward defeat in South Viet-NaWooster. Away with gawkish backand have adopted it. They have the girls, like we will not attempt wardness and mawkish hesitation.
Letters to the Editor must be
aiso very sensiDiy reiusea ro piace to say what, chatter in seques-an- y Cultivate the barren paths of High- typewritten, double-spaceand
upper limit on the duration tered corners as if in truth the land and the "waist places" in Gal- signed
although,
the
.
.
signature
r
i
or extent
of our commitment.
scene was supposed to be a repre- pin Park and make the wilderness need hot be
printed in this paper.
But what of the future? First sentation ot you
small
ini your
,
,
email of college duty to blossom with the Letters must not exceed 250 words.
ju
juui
,0, amoral rose.
it is not likely that a clear cut mrnpr nnJ T in mino "
SCOTS' FORUM reserves the right
victory can be won against the where, is the carefree busser of
A
Subscriber
not to print letters, especially if
.
.
.
IT! i
? !
l .l
ong. ouosianuai
viei
control tne
velvet cheek and the rosy lip? (Taken from The Wooster Voice, those letters are liabelious
or
over their activities can be achie The bleared eye of the student October 30, 1913,
p. 2)
rail-sitte-
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VOICE

King Criticizes Neutrality Of Churches
In

Non-viole-

60 Students Picket Michigan Newspaper

Rights Demonstrations

nt

For Depicting Yal!ace As "Sincere"

by Betsy Byers

(ACP)

More than 60 Neero and white students Die
keted Michigan State News, Michigan State University, East
Lansing, to protest an article and editorial which portrayed
.:
i
Alabama bov. beorge L. Wallace as a sincere
man -wnose

Cleveland ministers who participated in picketing of
schools and Board of Education offices to force negotiation
on the
"diffusion plan" for school integration discovered, some for the first time, the cruelty of police
so-call-

ed

mm.
brutality

m

--

segregationist beliefs are merely
from the administration, faculty
a product of his environment.
and student body.
Following the afternoon picketWe are not censored or coning, Student Congress passed a trolled by any
group including
resolution saying the students of students.
MSU opposed the actions of the
Alabama governor in "opposing
the federal government's implementation of Supreme Court rul- Counter-Challeng- e
ings regarding integration."

I

and the helplessness ol
a few in the face of an impas- saving, regenerating Gospel of
Jesus Christ. Then, whether "Greek
sioned mob.
or barbarian, Jew or Gentile, male
Clevelanders
disapproved
Many
of such participation on the part or female, bond or free" they will
of the clergy. Mayor Ralph Locher be "one in Christ," through Whom
appears to regard the church as they transcend all differences.
When eight Alabama clergymen
a refuge or sanctuary: the layman
but
the
criticized in an April, 1963 public
should attend the church,
church does not go to the layman. statement the stand of Rev. Martin
This attitude is not at all uncom- Luther King in Birmingham, they
took just such a view of the
mon.
Is the church above all an ec- church's role. They condemned
clesiastical institution, or does it demonstrations as "unwise and
have social concern as well? The untimely" and called for "honest
following statement from a con- and open negotiation of racial
servative church attempts to justify issues." Noting that "hatred and
in the violence have no sanction in our
a role of
rights:
struggle for equal
religious and political traditions,"
concluded that any actions
they
Concerning Human Relations
ie.
demonstrations which might
We Hold the Following:
1. The province of the church as "incite to hatred and violence . . .
an ecclesiastical institution is ex- have not contributed to the resolucessively spiritual: its commission tion of our local problems."
is to proclaim the saving Gospel
King replied with an eloquent
direct action
of Jesus Christ to all nations, races defense of
c
and people.
in his
Letter from a
2. It is not the business of the Birmingham Jail. Indicating his
church to agitate for social change, disappointment with white religi
nor to use its offices, the resources ous leaders in the South, he pro
tested:
of its people, and its
social
political,
have heard numerous religi
status in pursuit of
and economic objectives.
ous leaders of the South call upon
3. All men are equal before God their worshippers to comply with
as regards His will to save them a desegregation decision because it
spiritually and eternally. But be- is the law, but I have longed to
cause God's gifts are bestowed un- hear white ministers say, 'follow
equally among men, human beings this decree because integration is
are, and always will be, unequal morally right and the Negro is
as to physical endowment, intel- your brother.
lect, race, sex, culture, wealth, sta"In the midst of blatant injus
is
and
tus,
position. Christianity
tices inflicted upon the Negro, I
not charged to level these in- have watched white churches stand
equalities, but to inculcate their on the sideline and merely mouth
righteous use.
pious irrelevancies and sanctimoni
4. Love demands that a Chris- ous trivialities. In the midst of a
tian help his neighbor in need: it mighty struggle to rid our nation
does not demand (except perhaps of racial and economic injustice, I
in extreme emergency) that he di- have heard so many ministers say,
vide his wealth or status equally "those are social issues with which
the gospel has no real concern
with his neighbor,
5. Improved relations between and I have watched so many
man and man and between race churches commit themselves to a
and race will come, not by group completely
religion
pressure tactics, massive political which made a strange distinction
action, or legislative fiat, but by between body and soul, the sacred
changing mens hearts through the and the secular."
non-involveme-

Product of South?
age-ol- d
adage that "you can't do two
may just have been disproved by senior Skip
with his I.S. Without missing a tap on his
"Voice" photographer know his choice for
vention April 25.

The

things at once"
Baker, occupied
keys, he let our
the Mock Con-

nt

non-viole-

nt

now-classi-

tax-exem-

pt

other-worldl-

y

.

Student Interprets Senate Rights

Bill

by Betsy Byers

Americans who both favor and
Rights bill are following its progress
attention. Many misunderstandings
cerning the bill, and the time is apt
misinformation has come from the
Coordinating Committee for the
Fundamental Freedoms, Inc., a
group whose principal support is
the State Sovereignty Commission
of Mississippi, supported by that
state's legislature.
objection
A frequently-voicethe
bill
the
been
negates
that
has
right of small businessmen and
professional people to select their
clientele. Actually the bill covers
only eating establishments, gas
stations and places of lodging and
amusement, not beauty parlors and
barber shops, which are covered
only when located in a covered
establishment like a hotel. And if
a lodging house is occupied by
the owner and has five or less
d

rooms, it is exempt.

Accommodations Clause
Every type of business covered
by the public accommodations section has already been classified as
a form of interstate commerce unAct,
der either the
anti-truFood,
the
laws,
various
Drug and Cosmetics Act, and the
Wages and Hours act and is thus
subject to federal jurisdiction.
Many states already have broader laws than the one passed by
the House. These of course would
not be limited in any way. On the
other hand, some states and municipalities have statutes which require segregation even if customers
and businessmen do not wish it.
The purpose of the public accommodations clause is to require
that an establishment which is advertised as serving the general
public must not refuse to serve
anyone because of his race, religion or color. This does not interfere with the owner's right to re
Taft-Hartle- y

st

.

disapprove of the Civil
in the Senate with close
have been spread confor clarification. Much

fuse service to drunken or

Three

PSe

dis-

New York CORE Ranks Split
With Threatened World's Fair part of of

Spots Africa For '64
Plans for this fall's counterpart
of the 1962 Counter-Challeng- e
Conference have already expanded
to the sphere of action. On examination will be the emerging nations of Africa, the date tentatively
set for Nov. 13 through 15.

Jim McHenry, chairman of the
Conference, has been gathering
Most
the objection was to a ideas and supporters from contacts
the editorial which said: with other schools and organiza"The coeds learned that the gov- tions. In a GLCA Conference this
ernor, and others like him, are past weekend, Jim joined other

Entrance Clog, Water Waste sincere

in their convictions and student leaders at Michigan State
have as much justification for University to observe the processes
A conflict between contending factions within the Con- them as any northerner has for of the conference and meet with
African students there.
gress of Racial Equality has divided the New York civil his."
AFS Suggestions
Congressmen also faulted a part
rights effort less than one week before the opening of the
Another potential ally, the
World's Fair next Wednesday. The split of CORE ranks of the article that said the main
American
Friends Service, has voreason Wallace was a segregationthreatened to trigger new defec
lunteered suggestions of speakers.
tions of local chapters throughout ing, schools, employment and po- ist and Jackie Korona, author of
the
lice
article,
brutality."
was an integrationist In planning an African conferthe nation.
On Tuesday, Goldwag backed is that Wallace was born and ence, the SGA also plans to exBasic instigator of the break
plore avenues open through the
is CORE's Brooklyn chapter, which down and stated that the step was raised in the South and she in
Council of the United
Collegiate
the
North.
wants to take adavantage of the too extreme, even though no law
An
Nations.
unnamed delegate
in
Fair opening to stage a massive exists against
Jean Tsbell, Pontiac junior, refrom
Wooster
will represent the
New
York.
"stall-in- "
jected this statement, saying she
on Long Island parkcollege
this
summer's CCUN
at
The problems with dissident was raised in the South and had
ways leading to the site of the
conference at Sarah Lawrence Colglobal exposition at Flushing Mea- elements followed close on the as mMch chance to be prejudiced
lege in Bronxville, New York. For
dows, Queens. Under the Brook- heels of an announcement that as Wallace.
She added: "We
the final strategic contact in planlyn members' plan, hundreds of CORE and the NAACP had de- must see Gov. Wallace as a man
ning an
conference,
cars would clog the highways by cided to stage joint demonstrations who would eat breakfast with
g
Jim
anticipates
a
summer-lon"running out of gas" at strategic throughout New York State on Jackie Kerona as long as she has correspondence with the
State DeMay 18, the 10th anniversary of white skin."
places.
partment.
There is a law, however, which the supreme Lourt s historic de
Chairmen
"Gross Misjudgment"
could block such a "stall-in"- .
At segregation decision.
Committee chairmen have been
Before the Council meeting, the
the prompting, of controversial
BANDWAGON, CONTINUED
appointed as follows: Seminars,
Traffic Commissioner Henry A.
newspaper noted editorially:
Gov. George Romney of Michi
The State News' article and edi- Paul Key; Publicity, Frank Beltz
Barnes, the city recently made it
gan is a favorite son candidate for
torial were grossly misunderstood and Jim O'Brien; Hospitality,
illegal to run out of gas on a
the Republican nomination for
and misinterpreted by many read- Deane Calhoun ; Finance, Frank
parkway, expressway, tunnel or
He
hasn t been in the
President.
Richeson. Trouble shooter for the
ers.
bridge approach. $15 is the maxiheadlines as much as some of the
will be sophomore Jim
conference
mum penalty.
The State News agrees that Gov.
"brighter lights" but at the same
Brown. At present, applicants for
Majority Suspends
time he has not neglected his Wallace's philosophy and behavior other positions are being considThe majority of New York duties as Governor to go traipsing are unjust and very much in error. ered ; those interested are urged
State's CORE organizations re- off to round up votes. He realizes It was not our intention to con- to contact Jim McHenry or chairfused to support the Brooklyn a candidate needs a strong record done either the philosophy or the men of the respective committees,
group's plan and, responding to to stand on and he has been work- actions. We intended to show a to student seminars.
protests, suspended the defiant ing for this by staying at home. side of his personality that is not
Proposed changes in the conoften seen, and nothing more.
chapter for three days. Last Mon-daAs evidence of his efforts, we
ference organization include the
the ban was extended to May cite Michigan's new constitution
After the Council meeting, this introduction of research personnel
1. The Bronx, Manhattan and Co- and the state's new civil rights editorial statement appeared:
to student seminars.
lumbia University chapters in ef- commission.
Reaction to Wednesday's edifect suspended themselves at the
Romney was brought in to the torial and story points out that
Brook-lyniteby
same time
endorsing the
governorship in 1962 through a many State News readers do not
plan.
vigorous volunteer support of the understand the newspaper's edi
The Question Is Not:
Arnold Goldwag, a leader of regular organization. His sup- torial policy. The State News is an
the Brooklyn CORE unit, said last porters recognized him as a man independent body within the UniMonday, "We are going through of integrity and uncompromising versity community
independent
with this and if that doesn't get principles. Although he is not ofus fast enough results, we will de- ficially a candidate for President,
liver our ultimatum leaving water the same strong support could put
faucets on." Through this protest him in the
involving intentional
What we need is a man of inthe group hopes to spur "an tegrity George Romney!
immediate working plan on hous
Judy Stivers
water-wastin-

g

inter-collegiat-

e

y

s'

orderly persons.
The right of a state to determine voting qualifications is not
contested by the bill. What the
bill does say is that states which
require a literacy test or any such
standard must apply that standard
equally to all its citizens.
Literacy, Homeowners
The bill also provides that a
person who has completed a sixth
grade education is literate unless
the state can present evidence that
a particular individual is not
really literate. Thus, states would
be prevented from rejecting highly
educated Negroes, such as PhD's,
when they attempt to register to
vote. The Constitution guarantees
that all persons within the jurisdiction of a state have equal protection of its laws; the Civil Rights
bill is a means of enforcing this
provision.
The bill does not affect a homeowners right to sell his dwelling
to anyone he chooses, no does it
affect social security or pensions
benefits. It would not require transporting children outside of their
own school districts to end "de
facto" segregation in white communities. It does not demand race
quotas nor does it require businessmen to hire on account of race.
It would not cut off all Federal
aid to slates practicing segregation.
Closer examination of the bill's
provisions shows that it is reasonable, moderate, and purports only
to "eliminate some of the worst
manifestations of racial prejudice," as Ohio Congressman
floor manager of the bill
in the House stated.
Mc-Culloc-

Congressmen expressed the belief that the article and editorial,
which prompted the resolution,
could be interpreted to mean Wallace was justified in taking the
action he did in opposing integration. They also said this could be
construed as representative of the
opinions of MSU students, which
they did not believe accurate.
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A Personal
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SUMMER JOBS
for STUDENTS
NEW S'64 directory lists 20,000 sumrner job openings

50 states. MALE or FEMALE. Unprecedented .research
for students includes exact pay rates and job details.
Names employers and their addresses for hiring in
industry, summer camps, national parks, resorts, etc.,
etc., etc. Hurry! Jobs filled early. Send two dollars.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Send to: Summer Jobs Directory, P.O. Box 13593, Phoenix, Arizona.
in

Canton
Memorial
Auditorium

FRIDAY APRIL 24
at 8:30
America's Favorites

The

Trio

Frccdlander's

1

The Question Is:

Kingston

MY

Checking
Account?

Prices: $3.50, $3.00, $2.50

Choice Seats Now at
THE WOOSTER ALTO CLUB

"Which One
Is Best
for You?"
A
REGULAR
or a
Ml
PERSONALIS CHECKING ACCOUNT

Let us help you
decide.

We have both.

"It Pays To Buy Quality'

Wayne County
National Dank

m$f4
Also at the Auditorium
Box Office Night of Show

Cleveland-Beo- ll

Offict

Opposite Hospital
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Student Lovry Defends College Professor
From Tarring And Feathering By Citizens
One of the rarest skeletons in Wooster's closet, recently brought to light by Fact magaWooster department head, President Warzine, is a strange tale involving a Negro-baitin- g
ren G. Harding, the only political suppression o fa book in U.S. history, and student
Howard F. Lowry's brave defense of a professor who was about to be tarred and feathered.
According to "America's First
Negro President,'' an article in the
January issue of Fact by Warren Boroson, William Estabrook
Chancellor was a
widower and head of Wooster's
political and social studies department in 1920 when Warren G.
Harding became a candidate for
the United States presidency. A Phi
Beta Kappa scholar from Amherst,
Chancellor had written 38 books,
some of them on the presidency.
He was a Wilsonian Democrat who
supported the League of Nations
and who believed in strict segregation, economic inequality of
Negroes, and lynching of ambitious members of that race.
52-year-o-

ld

rived by railroad," writes Mr.
Boroson. "Who was this William
Estabrook Chancellor? How dare
the college ally itself with his vile
broadsides? The college's board of
trustees summoned Chancellor to
an emergency meeting. The professor at first denied any association with the broadsides, pointing
out how slovenly the language was.
Then, according to the minutes of
the meeting, he admitted having
investigated Harding's ancestry.
He admitted that he thought that
Harding's nomination was a plot
to bring about Negro domination
of the United States. Unanimously
the trustees demanded his resigna
tion.

When he learned that Harding
Mob Action
was to be the Republican candidate for the Presidency, Chancellor
In spite of, perhaps because of
set about finding proof to support the stories Chancellor had spread,
his strong conviction that the man
an indignant populace elected
had Negro ancestry. Travelling to Harding by a record plurality. A
Akron, Marion and other nearby
mob of Wooster citizens were
Ohio towns to obtain affidavits,
about to seize Chancellor and tar
Chancellor came up with consider- and feather him. When there

able "evidence."

seemed

Although both newspaper chains
and Democratic party leaders disdained to make use of the information, Chancellor published his
findings in crude, mimeographed
circulars including the appeal,
"May God save America from international shame and from domestic ruin." Two hundred fifty
thousand of the broadsides were
discovered in San Francisco mails.
At Wooster, the response was
rapid. "Letters, telegrams, and
telephone calls from all over the
country began pouring into Wooster college; apoplectic alumni ar

to be no other defense

threatened underdog who, at that
time, needed defending. One of the
students was Howard Lowry, now
college president.
Books Destroyed

In 1921, after moving to Colum
bus, Chancellor published William
Gamaliel Harding, President of the
United States. A Review of Facts
mm
Collected from Anthropougical,
Historical,
and Political Re
searches. Distributed
only by
agents, lacking copyright, price,
date, and acknowledgment of author, the book is, according to Mr.
Boroson, a melange of shrewd
political observations and violent
denunciations of Warren G. Hard
ing and Negroes in general." The
FBI destroyed all but three copies
and all plates of the book, rnends
of the
believed he
was about to be committed to an
asylum as insane in order to discount the rumors he had spread.
mm
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Returns to Kent

Early Arrival Cottons
Come see these lovely Cottons
that pick up the rhythm of Spring and

TEACHERS

Rocky

fceulak BecUtel

NEEDED

Mt., West Coast States.

Salaries
towns

perfect fit and sparkling freshness

Nice

$4,800-$8,00- 0.

and

cities.

Excellent

schools.

SItOfL

Teachers

Specialist Bureau

Boulder, Colorado

Fashions of Distinction
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SPRING REGISTRATION

for spring registration is scheduled for
May 4 through May 14.
Frosh: Arrange schedules
with current advisers.
Sophomores: Declare majors in the Registrar's Office
by April 27. Counsel with cur
rent advisers, but get signature on yellow schedule card
from the head of the department in which you want to
major. .
Juniors: Complete schedules with I.S. advisers.
Counselling

Scots Aid At Apple Creek
by Ken Newhams
Any day of the week one may find some Wooster students at Apple Creek State Hospital, participating in a num-

ber of different activities. These students are part of the
Apple Creek Service Project of the SCA.
The present work of the group

is the result of action taken at the program last May. The first venend of last year to evaluate the ture into socializing with the papast work and to further fulfill tients proved a success. Then, after

the objectives of the project in the orientation program last fall,
programs in girls' and boys' basthe future.
Until that time, these student ketball, Cub Scouts and Boy
Scouts, were started. The patients
volunteer teachers had worked with
the hospital chaplin in a Christian and students enjoyed a Christmas
ward party and other dances and
Education program. Teachers who
knew little about the complex prob-lem- s parties.
Finally, the possibilities for an
by Alexandra Keith
associated with such special
When they opened the tomb education were placed with classes educational program were considered. A secretary was appointed
they found the aristocratic woman consisting of
patients of a wide
to address requests to many differ-en- t
inside. Weighing down her skele- I.Q. range.
people and institutions across
ton neck was a necklace of 500
the country, in an attempt to see
Understanding Needed
beads. Dr. Robert H. Smith called
what they had done in similar situthis particular tomb one of the
Three areas need to be considations.
most interesting of the 15 in the ered in evaluating the
project.
Iron Age cemetery he helped to First, the volunteer students
needed
Educating Experience
excavate in January and February a greater understanding of the
The activity program has been
this year.
mentally retarded person and the an educating
experience in the
The mound city of Tell es care and rehabilitation
given him problems of relating to the menSa'idiyeh (the apostrophe is pro by the hospital.
tally retarded person. This new
nounced like the sound of a camel
knowledge
will be used in an
Through the psychology departspitting) looked like a promising
education
of
the
ment
program in the future.
College, the students
spot for new archeological excacontacted
are
a
flans
being made now to
psychologist
the
on
B.
vation to Dr. James
Pritchard,
help
the
staff
two
teachers at the hos
at
Apple
Creek.
He
immedicurator of the Palestinian section
pital
next year. They are aimed
of the University museum at the ately took an interest in the group.
After
several
to a young adult socio-pathi- c
particularly
meetings
held
at the
University of Pennsylvania. He ingroup.
These people have
vited Dr. Smith to be one of the hospital, the students made arstaff of 12 archeologists from rangements for a new fall pro no educational help at the moment,
yet some are capable of returning
around the world who supervised gram.
to the outside world.
the excavations.
The group participated in an
Dr. Smith found the Jordan val orientation seminar conducted by
Automation
ley, the lowest spot on earth, far the medical staff of
the hospital.
The problems of automation
more hospitable than he expected. This seminar included a medical
especially hard at this eroun
strike
Instead of arid desert he dis- description of the mentally retardlow
of
I.Q. people. Practical edu
covered spring had come, cold and ed person, along with
individual
cation,
such as telling time, writrainy, and covered the valley with case studies and orientation in the
ing
checks,
and reading and obev- green grass and flowers.
actual proceedings of the hospital.
traffic signs, is vitally needed.
ing
Egyptian Influence
four weeks ago, a second group
Because of its proximity to started their orientation program. Sociopathic patients need to be
motivated to further education and
Palestine (it might possibly be the
thinking beyond the self, toward
Activities Program
site ot the Biblical Zarethan) the
other people and society, a permound proved rich in artifacts
The second area of consideration
sistent lack in this type of person.
and history. An early Bronze Age was the possibility of working in
The exciting aspect of the pro(d,vw-2,Vb.L..; city had moved the activities program of the hosis its growing character. As
up the valley and was succeeded pital. It was felt that more parti- ject
by the burying ground in which cipation with the patients in in- more experience is attained, more
doors are opened. It has been and
Dr. Smith dug, used by its Iron formal situations rather than in
continues
to be an educational exAge inhabitants.
a classroom level, would increase
The pottery he found, said Dr. the understanding the students had perience. This combination of inSmith, looked as if it had been of the mentally retarded person tellectual stimulation and personal
influenced by Transjordanian, Pa- and beneht them m any future relationship makes the project
beneficial to both the Apple Creek
lestinian and Syrian cultures sur- educational endeavors.
patient and the Wooster student.
rounding the valley. The Egypt
Immediately, plans were made
ians, whose soldiers often rode to bring patients to the Color Day
through the valley on military
missions in the
Age,
Smith, continued
also imposed their forms of art
On March 25 the Academic
The expedition left important
on the pottery.
Board
heard the case of a freshfinds in place and guarded, or else
Buried Artifacts
man
accused
of reading the Engtook
them
back to the camp site
The valley dwellers buried their
lish
translation
of a novel instead
dead with both useful articles for to be washed, mended and catathe
of
original
French.
The student
logued.
At
the after-lif- e
the
moment all the
i.e. urns of food and
pleaded
guilty;
but
as campus
drink, as well as personal trea- findings are still near the site of
sures like the necklace of the excavation where much work re- mores do not always condemn this
aforementioned lady. Her tomb mains to be done. Eventually they particular brand of dishonesty,
was lined with mud bricks and will be distributed between the and as this student was a freshburied quite deeply but others in Jordanian government (which man, the Board felt it should be
the same area were interred simply keeps valuable finds like the Dead somewhat lenient.
It put the student on probation
Sea Scrolls) and the University
in shallow oerraves.
for
one month and required him
Dr. Smith watched, measured. of Pennsylvania museum.
to
read
another book in French
and took copious notes as native
Dr. Smith has worked with the
laborers hoed the earth and col expedition's director, Dr. Pritch- and report on it.
In penalizing future infractions
lected it in rubber baskets. Later ard, in Jerusalem in 1959 when
of
a similar nature, the Board rethe director will compile all the Dr. Smith attended the American
the right to recommend a
serves
memoranda, statistics and obser School of Oriental Research. His
more
stringent
penalty.
vations of the staff for the
special interest is in ancient pot-

Smith Unearths City

V

After living in Maine and Canada Chancellor returned to the
United States at Harding's death
to teach at the University of Cincinnati. After a retirement at a
home for the aged in Kent, Chan
cellor died here at ninety-fiv- e
on
reb. 15 of last year.

available for his protection, four
students secured the removal of
Dr. Chancellor from his home. He
spent the night in Kenarden Lodge
in one student's bed. The four students took over the Chancellor
house, warned the telephoning, agiRecent studies by historians have
tators that the house would be defended. Twice the mob came up the shown that there was probably
hill but, for lack of leadership, dis- some basis for the Wooster professor's convictions. W. A. Rogers,
persed.
author of Sex and Race, shows
The four students who spent the that Harding did have Negro an
night at Dr. Chancellor's house cestry. But, as Warren Boroson
were there, not because they sided concludes, "Today millions of
with Dr. Chancellors views, but Americans can pick up their Sunbecause they thought he was a day newspapers, read that 'Evidence exists that Harding had some
Negro blood,' and not go out look
ing for a nose to bloody. To that
extent all of us can take heart in
the progress of race relations in
America."

will dance right through the
Summer keeping their
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START A SAVINGS
at

Pritchard Jewelers
At left is the ad writerwho had just executed a brilliant idea
for letting people know about Summer Sessions at The University of Wisconsin. At right is the same man after the
faculty of The University of Wisconsin and the faculties of
other great universities worked him over for the stupidity of
his approach. He still thinks the seriousness of purpose and
intellectual integrity of a University of Wisconsin Summer
Session are above reproach but he is looking for a new way
to say so. Any suggestions to help him out? Better still,
come see for yourself. For more information on Summer
Sessions, clip this coupon and mail today.
j Dean L
J

I
I
I

j

H. Adolfson, University Ext. Madison, Wisconsin

i

Street

145 E. Liberty St., Wooster

L2SL

State

THOSE RAINY DAYS
ARE HERE!

ebqope&d
The trend among students
is to work in Europe during
the summer. Thousands of
jobs (e.g. resort, lif eguard-in- g

and office work) and

Name

I

Three coeds working in Europe

travel grants are available
to every registered student.
Some wages are as high as
$400 a month. For a com-

n.

53706.

Please send me my free 1964 Summer Sessions Bulletin.

Whether you wish to
charge $5 or $500 we
will arrange a budget
plan to fit your budget.
And No Carrying Charge!

ACCOUNT TODAY

Wooster's Diamond Merchants

Citizen's National
Bank
ON THE SQUARE

plete prospectus, job and
travel grant applications, a
$1 ASIS book coupon and

handling and airmail

charges send $1 to Dept. M,
American Student Information Service, 22 Ave. de la
Liberte, Luxembourg City,
Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, j

rriaay, April

u,
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Pge Fire

Tliinclads Knot Denison, Devour Huskies

from The Slotting Olocf:

Despite the absence of confer
ence low hurdle champion, Buddy
Harris, the College of Wooster
track team began its outdoor season successfully with a 93-4- 3
tri
umph over Muskingum Wednesday
and a 68-6tie with Denison Sat
urday.
Showing the way for the Black
and Cold thinclads was miler and
880 king, Dale Hamalainen, who
garnered four firsts in his specialties. On both days sophomore Gary
Brown notched victories in the two
mile run. George Davis, muscular
senior, took the pole vault with
jumps of 13' and 12' 6". Jim Davis
picked up firsts at Denison for
the Scots in the shot put and dis-

By Mike Stott

.

Gym teachers aren't such bad joes after all. Sometimes they can
be pretty perceptive witness Monday morning. After the mid-morseance I heard countless thousands mumble, "He's right you know,"
or "Little does he realize how right he is." To which I have to say,
"Don't bet on it Charlie;" he realizes. The guy knew what he was
talking about or he wouldn't have made the speech.
n

silence.

It's no go Sherlock

I'm sorry. That doesn't sit well in my book.
When Charlie Brown wants a fourth for bridge he goes out searchin.'
For the "lovelies" you have to do the same thing. They, as you are
well aware, won't come running to you.
The same goes for the books. Once the proud owner
3.0 cum I now linger in the throes of 2 point plus. Big
education isn't derived from books. Stop by sometime, I'll
where education is. Time is a factor and I'll depart with
dote. It's a Ripley's Believe It or Not.

of a sub
deal. All

Reggie Minton at the Shack:

"Just another ball player."

Olympic Team

Picks Minion
by Mike Stott
Back on campus this week for

this anec-

a short respite from the basketball wars was Reggie Minton,
former second team Ohio Conference forward and 1963 graduate
of Woo U.
The Mint was chosen April 5
as one of six alternates to the
United States Olympic basketball
team which will compete in
Tokyo this fall.
Top of Candidates
The Olympic committee has not
chosen players for the squad to
tour Russia, but Reggie is a top
candidate for this team. Of the 96
players who tried out at St. John's
University in New York, Reggie
was one of 18 selected for the
team. Being invited to try out
itself is an honor, but to be
picked for the squad is even more
of an accomplishment.
Army Jets
Reggie, originally from Bridge
port, Conn., is the first Wooster
athlete directed connected with the
college to make an Olympic team.
s
In the
Reggie was a member of the Armed Forces Jets team,
composed of players named to an
All Armed Forces team after competition in the Armed Forces
World tournament. Mint's Air
Force team playing out of Langley
Air Force Base in Colorado was
winner of the Air Force tournament. Their season record was

If you absolutely have to have a thought for the day, try that
one on for size. Remember in the words of Smokey the Bear, "If
the shoe fits wear it."
MAKE THAT SPRING DANCE OR FORMAL

A SPECIAL OCCASION
WITH FLOWERS

from

WOOSTER FLORAL
ON THE SQUARE
Phone 263-288- 6

try-out-

Win a FREE $10 Gift Certificate
GIVEN BY WEIGEL'S BARBER SHOP
to be used

at

Forecast Shop in Nick Amster's

30-2-

A FREE CHANCE WITH EVERY HAIRCUT

DAVIS SOARS over bar in recent workout. Holder
of the school record, Davis is expected to garner many
points for the Black and Gold cindermen this spring.
GEORGIE

cus.

show you

When treading past one of the dorms the other eve I chanced
upon a lad I had not seen for quite awhile. Since the foundling had
been inundated by academic pressures first semester I inquired as to
his grades. I received an affirmative nod. They were Better. "Good,"
said I paternally. "Still screwing around as much as ever," queried
I in a manner in keeping with my character. "Oh yeh," responded
he smiling. "What's the secret?" I asked. Came the reply from another party, just as convincingly, "The secret is, he screws around
more efficiently now."

(

8

But Coach Van Wie is correct too in his observation that what
he said won't make a whole lot of difference to the masses who don't
wish to be motivated. A Worshiper of Kenarden grub and I were
musing the talk and concluded that there are zombies in any institution and that those who wished to remain unmoved and were content
to traverse their own desolate highway will do so without blessings.

Firing up is a state of mind. The mind motivates the body, but
how many good intentions are lost in that transitional stage from
sedetary to positive action. The play Camelot had something in that
son "I Loved You Once in Silence," but how is he or she ever going
to know the interest is there if you pull a Shakespeare (Happy Birthday Will) and say "How do I love thee, let me count the ways" in

tu

.

A pleasant surprise for mentor
Art Pilch has been the fine efforts
of junior Bill Michel, ineligible
last year because of the NCAA
transfer rule, who in the 880 has
finished with times of 2:01.1 and
2:02.5 good for the runner-u- p
slots. Michel's showing has made
filch less wary about moving Gary
Brown up to the two mile run,
where he is expected to gather the
lions share of the points.
Jim Long and Dave Jones have
performed well in the hurdles,
especially the 330 intermediate, a
new event. Their proficiency here,
augmented by the return of Harris,
should give the Scots one of the
most powerful trios in the conference.

Ashland Smacks Scots;
Swigartmen Defeated
by Dennis Goettel
The Scot baseball team opened its 1964 season last
Saturday on the short end of a
game played with Ash
land. The Eagles used a strong hitting attack to even their
and spoil the Scot debut.
own record at
9-- 3

2-- 2

John Rhoads went the distance
for Ashland scattering eight hits
and pitching shutout ball in the
last six innings.
Wooster's first three hitters all
hit safely and this enabled the
Scots to grab a 0 lead. Gary
Bishop led off with a double over
the left fielder's head and advanced to third on an infield hit
by Craig Smith. Bruce Fielitz then
drove in the first Scot run of the
season with a single up the middle.
Smith went to third and Fielitz
advanced to second on the throw
to the plate. Dave Lazor then
bounced out to the second baseman to score Smith.
Scots Saved
Ashland got to starter Luke Hof-f- a
for three runs, two coming on
a long double by Eagle catcher
Herb Carr. Only a brilliant double
play turned in by Fielitz and
catcher Ben Lee after Lonnie King
had relieved Hoffa saved the Scots
from more damage.
The Wooster nine tied the score
in the bottom of the third when
Lazor walked and scored on a
double by Roger Griffis. From that
point the Scots could not get the
big hit when they needed it as
they left 12 men on the bases.
Ashland scored in each of the next
four innings to ice the victory.
Angel! Shines
Griffis and Smith had two hits
apiece to lead the Scot attack. Another bright spot for Wooster was
the performance of freshman hurl-e- r
Carl Angell, who relieved King
2--

Kent Slater Editors
Voice Disapproval

.

Of New Successor
Two former editors and the
present editor of the Kent State
University newspaper, the Stater,
recently voiced disapproval of the
appointment of Maria Silvka to
the paper's editorship.
Miss Silvka, a senior at Kent
e
State, has stood for a
attitude toward the
chapter of CORE at the University. Suspending judgment un
til she can "see how it develops,"
wait-and-se-

newly-establishe-

d

WANTED!
If you can even read, the
sports editor of this scandal
sheet wants you. Openings
abound for human beings interested in writing sports for
the "Voice." Rank amateurs
are requested to apply to

After winning the Air Force Mike Stott or Anne Grigsby.
r
team
tourney an Air Force
Accost them any time or any
of which Mint was a member, place. They will gladly solicit
finished in the runner-uslot in your cooperation.
r
the forces tourney. An
team was then selected to particisays the organiza
pate in the Olympic trials at St. the new editor
tion is "too young on the campus"
John's.
for her to form an opinion about
all-sta-

Drawing Every Two Weeks

p

College Winners This Period:

ROB ROBISON

DOM BUNDY
'

'

all-sta-

Cheerers Add Six

"Just Another Player"

Closed All Day Wednesday

In answer to the question did
he really guard
Walt Hazzard and did he steal
the ball from him twice, Mint
nodded affirmatively. When asked
what he thought while guarding
Hazzard, Mint noted that he
thought to himself, "Just another
ball player." He could play on
my team, how about yours?
All-Americ-

2

an

MADRAS

Ann Hardy, captain, has anthe 4 to 1 vote of
the faculty and student committee nounced the selection of six new
cheerlead-into appoint Miss Silvka, two form members to the 1964-6- 5
Chosen
from 18 consquad.
er editors and the stater stan
letter to depart testants were Merrily Siepert, junsent a three-pag- e
ment heads, student organizations ior; Nancy Van Scoy, junior;
Sandy Argilan, sophomore; Margo
and university officials.
The editor of the Stater, which Babb, sophomore; Ginny Cicconet-ti- ,
sophomore and Carol Myers,
changes management every three
quarters, stated "I do not feel the freshman.
Cheerleaders must compete for
editor of a college newspaper
should be chosen on the basis of their positions each year. For the
his opinions, and assured editorial first time this year, two male mem-iberBruce Vandersall and Grant
policy rather than dedication to
the paper as shown by service to Sherwood, were added to the
g

s,

1

i

Do you go for the brighter

madras plaids? Shop Brenner's for a pleasant treat.
FACE IT.
SLACKS GET FOCUS.
YOU WILL TOO
WHEN YOU GET STRIDE
SLACKS. LONG, LEAN,
SILHOUETTE

FIT.

A QC

SPORT
SHIRTS...

95
16
IU.73

COATS

YOUR KIND OF COLORS,

SWIM

FABRICS. BETTER ASK

TRUNKS

FROM $4.93. QUALITY?

IT'S GUARANTEED
OSHKOSH

Dest of Luck to the

Track and Baseball Teams

AQZ

7,

AT BETTER STORES
FOR STRIDE SLACKS,

judges' panel.

in the sixth and gave up only one
run to the Eagles through the last
tour frames.

Second Holds Lead
With two games remaining for
each team in the Kenarden Volley
ball League, Second was unbeaten
and Seventh was only one game off
the pace. Last night the two teams
clashed for the League lead.
Seventh was defeated by Sixth
in two out of three games for
their only blemish. Third, Sixth
and Eighth have all been rough
opponents for the two leaders.
Fifth . will give Second their
final test on Tuesday while the
Kappas meet winless Fourth.
Second
5
0
Seventh

4
3
3
3
2

Sixth
Eighth
Fifth
Third
Fourth
First

1

2
2
2
3
5
5

0
0

Netfers Defeat

Findlay

9--

0

Wooster tennis fortunes never
looked brighter than last Saturday
when the Scots downed Findlay
College 9-- in their first match of
the year. No match lasted longer
than two sets as the more power0

ful Woosterians ran their consecutive dual meet individual win
string to 50. The last time a
Wooster netter faltered in dual
competition was May 4 against
Hiram.
Leading the parade for the Scots
was powertul Jim roll in hrst
singles. Following the suit were
Dick Howells, Jim Alexander, Tad
Trantum, Will Johnson and freshman Rich Poling who won in the
second, third, fourth, fifth and
sixth singles slots.
Tomorrow the Scots venture to
Oberlin in an effort to avenge a
decision which the Black and
Gold lost last year.
5-- 4

U00STEH

OBII

WINNER OF 4 AWARDS

SPORT

AND WASH N WEAR

it."

9-- 3

WALK
SHORTS

A QC

HOODED

O QC

ADULTS

$1.25

"BEST PICTURE OF.THE YEAH!"
"BEST ACTORI" "BEST 0IRECT0RI"
AKart fWmtr
Tmi McMrtua

This Season

NEW YORK FILM CRITICS AWARD

BY

SPORTSWEAR.

7;

JACKETS

O3HK02U

Madras

.

a must

in the College Wardrobe.

Good Merchandise Our Business and Pleasure Since 1879

BRENNER
BROS.
Lower the Cott of Dreuing WtU
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associate and full professor each
carry different terms of appointMost Wooster students would probably fail an exam on ment. Instructors are appointed
procedures and regulations of for initial terms of one year, assome of the most every-da- y
e
the faculty of this College, as in fact one survey for a soci- sistant professors for
associate
professors for
'years,
ology course pointed out this fall.
three years and full professors for
three years (and in exceptional
In the interest of alleviating
10th
of
beginning
the
his
at
ure
much of the misunderstanding and
cases with tenure).
Wooster.
taking Wooster students out of the year at
Instructors
dark on the matter of faculty hirNormally tenure will not be atInstructors are eligible for reing and firing policies, qualifica- tained by members of the faculty
tions, ranks and normal hourly below the rank of associate profes- appointment three times for one-yeloads, Dean Drushal has given the sor. Under special circumstances
terms after the first year of
Voice complete access to the Statue relating to departmental structure service. Assistant and associate
of Instruction of the College of or other technical factors, tenure professors are eligible for promoWooster Faculty, what you might may be conferred upon an assist- tion any time after the first year.
call The Works and Constitution ant professor. Instructors never are An assistant professor must be
for the faculty.
promoted after his 9th year or
on tenure.

by Paul Menzel

two-thre-

ar

Committee of Faculty
All hiring and dismissal of fa-

Each associate professor "whose
contract expires at the end of the
9th year shall be notified either
that he will attain permanent tenure or that his services to the College shall terminate upon the completion of his contract." The same
stipulation pertains to assistant
professors.
(

no o

I70

O

n0r(irn1(olJrfflrnTo

full class lecture during his visit all professors is 12 hours per hours. The College is faced with
to the campus.
week. In I.S. the direction of the a dilemma here, however: Does it
The qualifications for faculty work of eight students shall be pay higher salaries or give smaller
membership are stated as scholar- considered as three hours of this loads in the attempt to attract the
best teachers? The Dean stressed
ship, teaching ability, research load.
Dean
Drushal
stated
the
that
the financial incapability of the
and general value to the College.
All appointments and promotions College is now attempting to re- College to solve the dilemma
and qualifications are based on duce the teaching load to nine easily.
merit, disregarding sex, race, color
and nationality. (A further article
on the past and present religious
requirements of the faculty is
forthcoming yet this year.)
STUDENTS and TEACHERS

JOBS ABROAD

Largest NEW directory..

Lists hundreds of permanent

career opportunities in Europe, South America, Africa
and the Pacific, for MALE or FEMALE. Totals 50 countries. Gives specific addresses and names prospective
U. S. employers with foreign subsidiaries. Exceptionally
high pay, free travel, etc. In addition, enclosed vital
guide and procedures necessary to foreign employment.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Send two dollars to Jobs
Abroad Directory, P. O. Box 13593, Phoenix, Arizona.

k

COIN OPERATED
LAUNDRY and DRY CLEAN
10
Wash 20c
Dry 10c

us

two or three-yea- r
contracts. It may
be conferred at any time upon
associate and full professors, and
is not automatically conferred by
the appointment of a professor to
any rank. It is automatically conferred by promotion to a full professorship. A faculty member automatically receives permanent ten

fei

n

In defining academic discipline
and freedom, the Statute of Instruction says, 'The College faculty
member is a citizen, a member of
a learned profession, and an officer
be dismissed.
of an educational institution. When
he speaks or writes as a citizen,
Dean Drushal sends out descrip- he
should be free from institutions of faculty vacancies to 22 tional
censorship or discipline, but
graduate schools that frequently his special
position in the comsupply the College with new
munity imposes special obligations.
faculty, and mails just announceA Professor's Code
ments of the vacancy to 75 other
centers.
"As a man of learning and an
officer of the College, he should
Those who apply are weeded
remember that the public may
out and the remaining are invited
judge
his profession and his into interviews at the College. The
Dean, the Department Chairman stitution by his utterances. Hence,
and the Committee on Teaching he should be accurate at all times,
Staff and Tenure all interview the should exercise appropriate reapplicant. Dean Bricker last year straint, should show respect for the
initiated a new procedure which opinion of others, and should make
is being followed even more fre- every effort to indicate that he is
quently this year requiring a not a spokesman for the College."
prospective teacher to present a
The normal teaching load for

culty members is handled by the
Committee on Teaching Staff and
Tenure of the faculty. It is composed of the President (Chm.), the
Dean and four faculty members
elected by the faculty each for
terms of four years. All the faculty
members of the Committee must be
According to the statute, 4,A
full professors on tenure. All pro- member of the faculty may be
motions and grantings of tenure dismissed by the Board of Trusare determined by this Committee. tees, upon recommendation of the
President, after consultation with
Tenure denotes a continuing the Committee
on 'Teaching Staff
contract that is given a faculty and
Tenure, for inefficiency, sigmember instead of the annual, or nificant violation
of obligations
(stated elsewhere), neglect of academic duty, immorality, or unbeThe High Court has tried
coming conduct.
two cases recently both with
"In every such case the faculty
the charges of women in
member's rights shall be protected
men's
lodgings.
by 30 days' notice of the proposed
The decision in the first
action, and the privilege of a hearcase was guilty, with a penalty of social probation for ing before the Committee on
both man and woman, eight Teaching Staff and Tenure, which
o'clocks for three weeks for shall then render an advisory vote
the woman and a fine for the to the Board of Trustees. The
man. The second decision was faculty member's privilege of such
a hearing shall in no case be
acquittal.
denied."
off-camp-

Friday, April 17, 1961

Minutes

Dry Clean up to 8 lbs. $2.00
Two Blocks North of Campus
Bead Avenue

Ranks and Terms
All teaching appointments, promotions and dismissals must be
approved by the Administration
Committee of the Board of Trustees on the recommendation of
the President.

ECON-O-WAS- H

Beall at Hartzler

The four ranks of faculty mem-

bershipinstructor and assistant,

Special Table of .
Chemistry Books

Phone

264-18- 91

THE ENGAGEMENT RING WITH
THE PERFECT CENTER DIAMOND

Dill

Foreign

3AII

Study is
Language Majors

.

True artistry is expressed in the brilliant
fashion styling of every Keepsake diamond
engagement ring. Each setting is a masterpiece of design, reflecting the full brilliance

...

and beauty of the center diamond
a
perfect gem of .flawless clarity, fine color
and meticulous modern cut.

Soluiblity and pH Calculations
Also Many Recommended

Of course, it's for them, too.
But Jf s also for undergrads In history, political science,
International relations, economics, psychology, philosophy
and some other fields.
We know. Over half the students in our university centers
In Europe aren't language majors. They're pursuing studies
in their own fields, and giving them a fresh, European dimension without Interrupting their college careers.
Foreign study may suit you, too. (It isn't for everyone.)
This Is the time of life when the experience of Europe can
mean most It will mean most if you use it to deepen and
extend your formal studies.
You might look into nd
learn about our programs, Including a new one opening next fall at the University of
Madrid.
Our centers don't offer mere "civilization" courses. They
aren't cozy little "ghettos" for Americans. Institute programs immerse you In a great European university as deeply
as your abilities allow. (We supplement and guide your
studies, as necessary, to make sure they satisfy U. S.
requirements.)

Paperbacks

COLLEGE DOOK STORE
P.S. Write Home Officially.
Use Our College of Wooster Stationery!

The name, Keepsake, in the ring and on
the tag is your assurance of fine quality
and lasting satisfaction. Your very personal Keepsake diamond ring is awaiting
your selection at your Keepsake Jeweler's
store. Find him in the yellow pages. Prices
from $100 to $2500. Rings enlarged to show
beauty of detail Trade-mar- k
registered.
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JAZZ II
by Cover Girl

Si

FREIBURG

$8.95

Regular university courses at the University
of Freiburg, In the Black Forest;! taught in German, with tutorial.
For
juniors with Intermediate German. Das Deutsche
Jahn $2,380. Das Deutsche Semester: $1,605.
B-avera-

ge

PARIS

Honors Program In Contemporary
European Civilization for
juniors (and some top sophomores) with one year of college French. Academic year: $2,650.
French-taugh-

I;

PLAN

YOUR

AN0WE0Olho

ENGAGEMENT

PJeose send two new hArtfctefs' "l-ment and WeddW' and "Chtttninn Ynnr
o
uum ypr pruy oc. aiso $erta special otter of bemrtSfidwJ
W

ffo!

Norn,
Addriu
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program at the University, for
juniors (and some top sophomores) with two years of
college Span!' 0r one year of college Spanish and two in high
. Year. $2,610.
school. Hlsf
Spanish-taugh-

t

B-aver- age

3 k2Z

HOW TO
a ;":;.;.;. v. v. vlw

t

B-avera-

MADRID

I

UIPJ!?

Yogkj

THE ABOVE ILLUSTRATED

VIH1HA

English or German-taugh- t
courses at the University of Vienna for
juniors and sophomores. Previous German
rtqulrtd only for spring semester. European Yean $2,380. Spring
$6IMSt0R $1,603.

RINGS

CAN BE PURCHASED

C-pl- us

Include tuition. Intensive language Instruction, orientation,
room, most meals, two field trips, round-triocean passage.
for more InHermatlon,
ask your professors... or write

JWt- -

at

Fee

p

i
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tho Instituto
(nonprofit
onsecttrlan)
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European Studios

S3 E. Wacktr Dr.

White's Jewelry Store
215 East Liberty St.

Phone

262-796-

6

Chicago, Illinois 60601

WORLD WIDE TRAVEL' A GENCY
AtsrtEi

n

wised Travel Agent's
.

